David Zwirner Gallery’s 2004 exhibition of nine seminal landscape paintings traced the artist’s engagement with the genre over forty years, five countries, engaging in tireless conversations with photography, painting, representation, and abstraction.

Richter spoke with Director Nicolas Serota in 2011 as the Tate Modern prepared for Panorama, a major retrospective of the artist’s work in the London galleries, which also houses a permanent display of Richter’s enigmatic series inspired by the melodic abstractions of American composer John Cage. “I believe all things of quality have this timelessness. Art, architecture, music, literature. Otherwise it’s hard to handle this life.”

Richter demonstrates the labor and ingenuity of his scrape and squeegee techniques in this excerpt from the 2011 doc Gerhard Richter Painting, filmed over the course of three years in the artist’s studio in Cologne.

“Abstract pictures do indeed show something, they just show things that don’t exist. But they still follow the same requirements as figurative works: they need a setup, structure. You need to be able to look at it and say, “It’s almost something.” But it’s actually representing nothing. It pulls feelings out of you, even as it’s showing you a scene that technically isn’t there,” Richter explained in a 2014 interview with The Wall Street Journal about abstraction and the importance of art as he prepared for a show at Marian Goodman Gallery in London.

In a frank and thoughtful interview in his native German at the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art in Denmark in 2016, Richter philosophized on the value of art, beauty, Germany, and contemporary culture. “I don’t really believe that art has power. But it does have value. Those who take an interest in it, find solace in it...it’s comforting simply because it’s beautiful. These days beauty is not in fashion, we don’t need it. We need entertainment, sensations. Beauty is an ideal of mine, as much as it ever was. I can’t find anything bad about it.”

The Met Breuer’s 2020 exhibition, Gerhard Richter: Painting After All explores the duality between representation and abstraction that underpins Richter’s prolific six-decade career, emphasizing the value of painting as an artistic medium. Take a virtual tour of the galleries and read insights from the curators. “Ultimately, Richter’s work is about pictorial and painterly traditions. Standing in front of a painting has more of a singular presence and relevance to our actual living moment than photography will ever have, because photography always marks the instant of passing—the death—of the very moment it records. It is this paradox, burrowed deep in Richter’s work, that enables the image to continue to live, to be relevant.”
Gerhard Richter (German, b. 1932)
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Informed by a youth lived in the shadow of German fascism, WWII, and the communist regime of East Germany, Gerhard Richter was trained as a Social Realist painter. He escaped to the west shortly before the building of the Berlin Wall in 1961 and rose to prominence in West Germany in the 1960s, developing a career-defining sensitivity to medium, surface, and process. His first solo exhibition in Düsseldorf, in 1963, introduced Richter’s idiosyncratic art practice, which ignores the boundaries between painting and photography, realism and abstraction. By refusing to limit his work to a single, signature style, and periodically embracing highly topical, political subjects, he helped redefine the options for contemporary painting in the 1960s, 1970s, and beyond.

Christianie und Kerstin depicts the daughters of the artist’s collectors and patrons, Margot and Werner Schäfer, in the signature style of his blurred photorealism. The black-and-white, out-of-focus aesthetic of the painting was achieved by moving a squeegee across the wet surface—a technique perfected in Richter’s photo paintings and employed to outstanding effect in later abstract canvases. His goal: to highlight the imprecise, uncertain, transient, and incomplete nature of vision and perception. “I wipe to make everything equal, both important and unimportant at the same time,” Richter reflected in 1965. “I wipe so that all parts move a little closer. Perhaps I also wipe away unnecessary information.”

On view September 30, 2020 – January 3, 2021
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In *Buschdorf*, Gerhard Richter entices viewers with a naturalistic view of the small titular town in Luxembourg. To the artist, the scene is more than a pastoral view of verdant fields and wild arboreal beauty. In 1986, Richter reflected: "My landscapes are not only beautiful or nostalgic, with a Romantic or classical suggestion of lost Paradises, but above all 'untruthful' (even if I did not always find a way of showing it); and by 'un truthful' I mean the glorifying way we look at Nature...which in all its forms is always against us, because it knows no meaning, no pity, no sympathy, because it knows nothing and is absolutely mindless: the total antithesis of ourselves, absolutely inhuman."

Gerhard Richter is widely considered one of the greatest living artists. Underpinning his influential approach to painting is a lifelong interest in the mediums of painting and photography, the relationship between representation and abstraction, and the expressive potential of blurring the boundaries between them. He has returned to landscapes throughout his career as a vehicle to merge and explore the binary poles of abstraction and figuration.

*On view September 16 – December 27, 2020*